
MEPRO RDS

Proven advantages:

Military Grade Red Dot SightElectro-Optical Red Dot Sight

› 4 reticle brightness levels

› Large display window

› Auto shut-off for low power consumption

› Low battery indicator

› Compatible with NVG & with other magnifier scopes

MEPRO RDS PRO V2

16 reticle 
brightness levels 
for different 
tactical scenarios

The MEPRO RDS Pro V2 is the most technical MIL-SPEC red 
dot optic from MEPROLIGHT. New features include 16 levels 
of reticle brightness settings for any lighting condition, day or 
night. Select your reticle of choice—2.0 MOA dot, 2.2 MOA 
Bullseye or 300 Blackout—in red or green. The single AA 
battery provides thousands of hours of use. 

The MEPRO RDS PRO V2 is battle proven and trusted by 
militaries, law enforcement agencies and professional 
shooters world-wide. It comes with a Picatinny rail mount 
and is compatible with NVGs and magnifying scopes. 

The durable, aluminum bodied MEPRO RDS reflex sight 
features a crisp 2.0 MOA red dot and a large clear crystal 
display window for greater FOV with both eyes open. Four 
brightness settings allow the shooter to adjust to changing 
light conditions. The technologically advanced on-off sensor 
shuts the optic off to preserve battery life when no movement 
is detected. One common AA battery provides thousands 
of hours of use. It comes with a Picatinny rail adaptor and is 
compatible with NVGs and magnifying scopes.  
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A BATTLEFIELD STANDOUT.

THE SHARPEST &

BRIGHTEST EVER BUILT.

THE MEPRO

RDS PRO V2

meprolight.com

It’s the most vivid, high-contrast red dot optic on
earth, serving elite military and law-enforcement units
worldwide. This battle-proven operative goes by Mepro
RDS Pro V2 in civilian life. Delivering 16 brightness 
settings perfect for all lighting conditions, multiple 
reticle patterns available in green or red, and
thousands of hours of run time from a single AA battery. 
It’s built like lives depend on it, because they do.
Only from Meprolight®. 

It’s the most vivid, high-contrast red dot optic on 
earth, serving elite military and law-enforcement units 
worldwide. This battle-proven operative goes by Mepro 
RDS Pro V2 in civilian life. Delivering 16 brightness 
settings perfect for all lighting conditions, multiple 
reticle patterns available in green or red, and 
thousands of hours of run time from a single AA battery. 
It’s built like lives depend on it, because they do.  

Meprolight® is an optic supplier of the Israeli Defense Force.Also available in red.
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Reticle options:

› Durable and lightweight

› 16 brightness levels; large display window

› Auto shut-off

› Low battery indicator

› Compatible with all standard NVGs & magnifying scopes

Proven advantages:

2.0 MOA 
Dot

300 Blackout
(Special order only)

2.2 MOA 
Red or Green

Bullseye

Red

Green
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